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SUBJECT: Follow up review: Evaluation of Internal Controls, Fuel Acquisition , 
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The initial Audit engagement was "Evaluation of Internal Controls Fuel (Fuel) and Parts (Parts) 
Acquisition, Monitoring, Disbursement and Usage", performed by Clifton Larson Allen LLP (CLA) , and 
released September 23, 2014. The City Auditor's Office had engaged CLA to perform an Agreed-Upon 
Procedures Assessment of the controls intended to provide assurance that data regarding the 
acquisition and usage of Fuel and Parts in the City's Fleet Division is accurate and complete. 

The initial CLA audit resulted in a total of 39 Fuel controls reviewed with 35 recommendations reported 
and 26 Parts contro ls reviewed with 26 recommendations reported. This memorandum provides the 
background information and current implementation status for the 35 Fuel recommendations only. The 
status of the 26 recommendations applicable to Parts controls will be reported in a separate 
memorandum. 

Our follow up review procedures involved a review of the status of Management's Responses to the 
recommendations . This included interviews with management and staff responsible for implementing 
the recommendations and reviewing supporting documentation . We believe that the evidence 
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our determination of the status of each recommendation. 
The status of the 35 Fuel recommendations is summarized below: 

Recommendation Status Total 

Implemented 32 
Partially Implemented 3 
Not Implemented 0 

Total 35 

We would like to acknowledge that the Fleet Division was recently ranked 76 in the "100 Best Fleets 
in America for 2017" as published in Governing Magazine, which recognizes the extensive time and 
effort extended to implement the recommendations from the audit findings . We would also like to thank 
Fleet Division personnel for the assistance they extended during this follow up engagement. Should 
you have questions or need clarification , please do not hesitate to call Tim DiSano at (239) 242-3308 
or Andrea Butala at (239) 242-3380. 
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Follow up results: 
The following original control numbers had no findings or recommendations and therefore, follow up 
procedures were deemed not necessary: Control numbers 3, 6, 7, 8,13, 24, 29, 30, 36, 38. 
 
The status of the 35 audit recommendations that required follow up procedures are detailed below: 
Control Description 1: The City’s Administrative Regulation (AR) #24, Citywide Fuel 

Management, describes the policy and procedures governing the use and 
distribution of fuel by City vehicles and equipment. However, AR #24 is 
outdated as it does not address the new fuel management systems, 
GasBoy and its interface with FASTER, the City’s asset management 
system. Also, certain specific fuel management procedures are not 
formally documented, as noted below. 
 

Recommendation 1: 
 

a) Update AR #24 (Citywide Fuel Management) to reflect current fuel 
management procedures. Include additional procedures as 
recommended in this study. 

b) Procedures should address the timely entry of transactions in all 
system that support fuel management through specific time 
standards. See recommendation 5. 
 

Follow up Status 1: Fleet is currently working on a draft of detailed Standard Operating 
Procedures. Fleet is still in the process of seeking approval for AR #24. 
The draft AR #24 was revised to address the timely entry of transactions 
in all systems. Although the AR is in draft form, we consider this partially 
implemented because the AR needs to be formally approved and adopted 
by the City. After the estimated completion date of March 31, 2018, we 
will revisit this to verify the status of AR #24 to provide an update on the 
implementation status to close this recommendation.  
 

Implementation Results 1:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Partially implemented – 1a, 1b  
 
 
March 31, 2018 
 
Marilyn Rawlings, Fleet Manager 

Control Description 2:  
 

The City has contracts with two vendors that supply fuel in transport 
quantity deliveries, at unit prices based on the Data Transmission Network 
(DTN) FastRacks Average Prices on the day of the delivery plus a mark-
up. Fuel orders need to be placed in such way that the quantities ordered 
and the number of deliveries remains within contract parameters; 
otherwise, the City can incur additional costs. Fleet personnel designated 
as “Fuel Managers” obtain GasBoy fuel readings of the six storage tanks, 
and recommend the fuel order amount by fuel type. The Fleet 
Superintendent reviews the recommended order and adjusts to meet fuel 
vendor contract stipulations. 
 

Recommendation 2: 
 

Track and periodically analyze fuel orders that exceeded contract 
stipulation in terms of number of allowed weekly deliveries. Based on the 
results, refine ordering procedures to eliminate excess deliveries and 
costs in the future, or renegotiate contract rates. 
 

Follow up Status 2: Fleet has hired a Fuel Management System Technician who is 
responsible for monitoring fuel levels and placing orders on average of 
twice a week. The GasBoy system allows the fuel tank levels to be 
monitored in real time. Fleet finalized and implemented internally 
documented policies and procedures regarding the fuel delivery process 
October 1, 2017. We consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 2:  
 

Fully implemented 
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Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 4: Segregation of duties for ordering is not optimal for placing fuel orders and 
receiving the orders in the City’s financial management system, JD 
Edwards (JDE), because the Fleet Superintendent currently completes 
both tasks. Additionally, the Fleet Superintendent is also in charge of 
approving the delivery order. Payment is properly segregated to the 
Accounts Payable Department (AP). Staff limitations were cited as the 
primary reason for inadequate segregation of these duties. 
 

Recommendation 3: 
 

Leverage new Fleet Manager and the Account Coordinator for better 
segregation of approval, ordering and receiving duties. 
 

Follow up Status 3: Fleet has clarified and improved the segregation of duties regarding the 
approval, ordering and receiving duties relating to fuel deliveries. We 
consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 3:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 5: The organizational structure and staffing level may not be adequate to 
support the magnitude and complexity of the City’s fuel operation. The 
following issues were noted: 
- In addition to the Fleet Manager, the Fleet Department’s fuel 

management/administration team consists of one Fleet 
Superintendent who splits time with fleet services duties, and one 
Account Coordinator. Currently, there is no dedicated fuel 
management and analysis personnel. 

- There are two mechanics currently assigned to support fuel 
operational duties, such as obtaining storage tank fuel readings and 
recommending fuel order amounts; they are also in charge of the 
internal distribution of fuel using the tanker trucks. This assignment 
appears to take attention from their core mechanic duties and 
potentially creates a backlog. 
 

Recommendation 4: 
 

a) Benchmark the staffing (type and number) levels that support fuel 
operations against comparable jurisdictions. As needed, increase 
number of staff or train existing staff in order to meet the demands of 
City’s fuel operation. 

b) In the long term, the City should evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 
doing the internal transfers in-house versus outsourcing that duty to 
the fuel vendors while leaving room for self-distribution in cases of 
emergency. 
 

Follow up Status 4: Fleet benchmarks itself with Lee County Fleet, a place where the current 
Fleet Manager had previously served as Fleet Director. The City is no 
longer performing internal fuel transfers within the City unless under an 
emergency. Fleet also has a full time dedicated Fuel Management System 
Technician. Considering all of these factors we consider this 
recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 4:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  

Fully implemented – 4a, 4b 
 
 
Not applicable 
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Responsible individual: 

 
Not applicable 

Control Description 9:  
 
Also, see control description: 
17, 20, 31, 33  
 
 

While the financial management system, JDE, does not interface with 
GasBoy or with FASTER, management has established checks and 
balances to ensure integrity of financial data and accuracy of the general 
ledger. Specifically, acquisitions are recorded in JDE when the fuel order 
is received; disbursements are recorded in JDE via monthly manual 
postings in the general ledger of data extracted from GasBoy but only after 
it has been reconciled with FASTER records. Currently there is an issue 
in that the POs are not in JDE in time for when the Fleet Superintendent 
should enter those POs to GasBoy. To get by, the Fleet Superintendent 
and ITS agreed to temporarily assign the invoice number to GasBoy 
deliveries and subsequently replace with the PO numbers when available. 
 

Recommendation 5: a) Immediately, make the timely entry of transactions into the 
systems a priority. Develop procedures including time standards 
to ensure that all transactions are promptly recorded in the 
systems. 
For example: 

i. Create PO in JDE the day of the delivery. 
ii. Receive POs in JDE and in GasBoy at least twice weekly. 
iii. Enter invoices in JDE twice per week. 
iv. Have all monthly transactions in the system by the 5th of 

the following month. 
v. Fleet agrees the inventory in FASTER with the inventory 

in JDE by the 5th of the following month. 
Auditor considers this recommendation is critical in ensuring that 
acquisition and transaction data is captured accurately and 
completely. 

b) Consider a procedure to time stamp transactions to monitor timely 
data entry. 

c) To reduce the risks related to the amount of manual entries, 
management should work to identify ways to automate or 
interface these entries to avoid the inefficiency and risk of errors 
resulting from duplicative manual entry. 
 

Follow up Status 5: Fleet completed and implemented written policies and procedures for 
entering information and reconciling the GasBoy and FASTER systems.  
 
Fleet has developed a process to make timely entries of transactions into 
the systems and has improved the segregation of duties regarding the 
process of ordering fuel. The monthly reconciliations are performed by the 
fleet mechanic by the 10th of the following month and provided to Accounts 
Payable. We observed the reconciliation process and the segregation of 
the duties. 
 
Fleet stated it would be too costly and a complicated process to automate 
the manual process between the different systems and accepts the risk, 
but has mitigated it with the manually reconciliation process and 
segregation of duties. We consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 5:  
 
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 5a,b,c 

 
 
Not applicable 
 
 
Not applicable 
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Control Description 10:  
 

A process is in place to periodically reconcile the GasBoy and FASTER 
fuel inventory databases to the finance database (JDE). Differences are 
promptly investigated and resolved. Reconciliations of data within the 
three systems of fuel purchases, fuel paid and fuel inventory are 
completed every month through a multi-step process involving the three 
systems. After the monthly cost allocation is completed (see IC # 31), the 
Accounting Department agrees the total volume available in GasBoy to 
the total volume available in JDE for deliveries, disbursements and 
transfers. This information is then submitted to Fleet to agree to the total 
gallons disbursed in FASTER. As of June 30, 2014, the Accounting 
Department continues to be responsible for the reconciliation of all the 
data, and Fleet has not begun to perform the reconciliations of the fuel 
disbursed in FASTER. 
 

Recommendation 6: 
 

a) Especially until the fuel management procedures consolidate, 
perform reconciliations weekly or bi-weekly to facilitate the resolution 
of discrepancies and develop confidence in the process.  

b) Ensure that reconciliations of fuel purchases, fuel paid and fuel 
inventory are carried out timely and accurately by developing 
procedures for entry and validation of data within the systems, such 
as checklists. 

Auditor considers this recommendation is critical in ensuring data integrity 
and preventing loss. Fleet should start performing the reconciliations of 
the FASTER disbursements immediately. 
 

Follow up Status 6: Fleet has been under new Management since August of 2016. Since this 
time reconciliations have been performed monthly and are provided to 
Accounts Payable by the 10th of the following month to be used for 
department billings. The reconciliation process has been documented 
with system screen shots from each system involved in the process. 
Because the reconciliations are being completed and provided to 
Accounts Payable in a timely manner, we consider this recommendation 
fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 6:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented – 6a, 6b 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 11:  
 

Fleet received and started using the GasBoy/FASTER interface module 
on November 13, 2013. At present, the Information Technology Services 
department (ITS) is in the process of assisting Fleet with validating that 
transactions are coming over correctly, and determining if any additional 
standard procedures/control s need to be implemented to ensure 
accuracy. As of June 30, 2014, ITS is no longer performing this role and 
Fleet is fully responsible for validating accuracy of transactions coming 
over the GasBoy/FASTER interface. However, ITS is writing certain 
reports for the Fleet Manager to support this process. 
 

Recommendation 7:  
 

As needed, and in coordination with ITS, develop formal procedures for 
managing interface transmission logs, along with a description of common 
errors and course of action when anomalies are detected, including 
notification to the Fleet Manager. 
 

Follow up Status 7: Fleet has added an FTE Fuel Management System Technician. In 
addition, the City has continued to upgrade City Fleet vehicles to newer 
models, with improved technology, and the GasBoy system updates have 
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led to better communication with the fuel/mileage readers, these 
improvements have led to a reduction of common errors. In addition, Fleet 
downloads data into FASTER on a regular basis, reviews GasBoy reports 
and performs a monthly reconciliation to monitor fuel usage, these also 
have aided in the reduction of common errors; therefore, we consider this 
recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 7:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 12: Inspection and calibration was done at the time the new equipment was 
deployed in July 2013 and will be done on a yearly basis, every August.  
 

Recommendation 8: 
 

Document annual inspection and calibration of tank and vehicle 
monitoring equipment through a written procedure. 
 

Follow up Status 8: On March 30, 2016, a major inspection was performed on the fuel tanks 
and pumps within the City under Fleet Control. These inspections included 
a deep cleaning and calibration performed on each tank and pump. Also, 
every month Fleet staff perform the required visual inspections per the 
Florida Department of Environment Protection Rules Chapter 62-762; 
therefore, we consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 8:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 14: 
 

While a process is in place to activate or deactivate new or terminated 
employees from GasBoy, it is not formally documented. 
 

Recommendation 9: 
 

a) In coordination with the Human Resources Department, expand the 
Status Change form to include Fleet authorization and fuel usage 
parameters. Similarly, fleet matters should be included in employee 
exit procedures. 

b) Periodically, produce a report of all City employees with fuel 
acquisition rights and distribute to City departments to validate and/or 
identify employees that should no longer have fuel acquisition rights. 
 

Follow up Status 9: Fleet can use the GasBoy System to Monitor activity per employee, 
vehicle, department or custom reports based on specific variables. Fleet 
provides City departments with reports that show individuals with fuel 
rights and vehicles assigned to their department at least once a year. 
When a City employee leaves City service, Human Resources 
Department will provide Fleet with a report, called HR-Employee 
Separation Form which indicates the ID access card to be disabled for 
City fuel rights; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 9:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented - 9a, 9b 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 
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Control Description 15: 
 

While there are administrator rights established for emergency situations, 
there are no specific documented policies that describe their use. 
 

Recommendation 10: 
 

Formalize policies and procedures to use administrator rights for 
emergency situations to override the standard disbursement process. 
 

Follow up Status 10: Fleet has completed and implemented formal written policies and 
procedures regarding the use of administrator rights for emergency 
situations to override the standard disbursement process. The policy and 
process was reviewed with IT to ensure it is appropriate and achievable.  
We consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 10:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 16: 
 

Currently there is not an internal training program on fuel management 
and updates to the system in place. 
 

Recommendation 11: 
 

Develop an internal training program on fuel management and updates 
and provide it to new or existing employees as needed. 
 

Follow up Status 11: Fleet has developed and formalized an internal training program. In 
addition, Fleet has held some training with staff regarding fuel cards and 
staff has developed standard operating procedures or SOPs. Since the 
training is documented and the SOPs are developed, we consider this 
recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 11:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 17:  
 
Also, see control description: 9 
 

There is a blanket PO in place for each fuel vendor against which 
individual POs are created as vendor fuel deliveries are made per the 
City’s request. The PO associated to each delivery order is created in JDE 
after the fuel is delivered because fuel price fluctuates daily and the PO is 
priced according to the price the date of the delivery. Daily, Accounts 
Payable receives from the fuel vendor and submits to the Fleet Account 
Coordinator the Data Transmission Network (DTN) FastRacks Average 
Prices. The Account Coordinator uses this information to manually 
complete an Excel Pricing Worksheet to generate the price for the order 
delivered. Subsequently, the Account Coordinator creates the PO in JDE 
by manually entering the order amount and price. The price calculation 
made by the Account Coordinator is validated by the Fleet Superintendent 
before receiving the PO in JDE. PO information is also entered in GasBoy 
in order to associate POs in JDE and in GasBoy and to allow monthly 
reconciliations between the systems. 
 

Recommendation 12:  
 

Continue to retrieve the DTN Fast Racks Average prices information and 
consider shifting this duty from AP to the Fleet Account Coordinator. 
 
See recommendation 5,  
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Follow up Status 12: Fleet continues to retrieve the DTN Fast Racks average price information 
daily. This information is attached to the delivery invoices before being 
sent to accounts payable for payment. 
 
See recommendation 5 for follow up status. 

Implementation Results 12:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented   
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 18:  
 

Vendors deliver fuel directly to storage tanks (which are also pump 
stations), to certain generators and to the City’s three tanker trucks. Upon 
delivery, the designated “Fuel Managers” compare vendor delivery receipt 
to GasBoy automatic tank gauge console receipt. Additionally, prior to 
receiving the order in JDE the Fleet Superintendent reconciles PO 
information with delivery receipt (see also IC# 29). 
 

Recommendation 13:  
 

Consider developing a procedure to formalize the comparison of the 
vendor’s delivery receipts to a GasBoy receipt performed by the “Fuel 
Managers”, and to report any discrepancies over a pre-established 
variation threshold. 
 

Follow up Status 13: Fleet personnel are required by AR #24 to perform a monthly 
reconciliation of the systems. If any discrepancies are identified, Fleet 
personnel will work to resolve the discrepancies that are outside the 
established acceptable error rate of 3%; therefore, we consider this 
recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 13:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 19:  
 

The two dyed diesel storage tanks (FST1 and FST2) located at the Fleet 
compound and the storage tank located at the City marina are manually 
“sticked” because they are not equipped with GasBoy readers. Fleet plans 
to install readers in FST1 and FST2 in the near future; the marina fueling 
activity will likely end in March 2014. City generators are also manually 
“sticked” since they are not equipped with data readers. 
 

Recommendation 14: 
 

Replace manual “sticking” procedure with automated readings wherever 
it is economically pertinent. 
 

Follow up Status 14: The GasBoy system produces data in real-time that can be used to 
monitor fuel activity, discrepancies and the need for fuel deliveries. The 
seven vehicle/equipment refueling tanks within the City have automatic 
tank gauging equipment. This tank gauging equipment reduces the risk of 
fuel discrepancies for deliveries and personnel use. The City Fleet 
Division has fuel readers or passes on most City vehicles. The City 
generators fuel readings are still manually sticked and the responsibility 
of recording the monthly fuel readings falls under the City Facilities 
Division as it would not be cost effective to automate the generators. 
Because of the automation of most of the City’s equipment, we consider 
this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 14:  
 

Fully implemented 
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Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 20:  
 
Also, see control description: 
9, 23 

Except for the two dyed fuel tanks located in the Fleet compound and one 
fuel tank located at the marina, all storage tanks, transfer trucks, gas 
pumps, gas cells, and vehicles (including boats and golf carts) are 
equipped with GasBoy equipment that continually collects fuel acquisition 
and disbursement activity. While the tanker trucks are equipped with 
GasBoy equipment, this system was not fully functional at the time of this 
project and Accounting was having difficulty gathering fuel transfer data. 
Management was working on correcting the issues. Whenever there is 
GasBoy equipment off-line, upon log on the designated manager can see 
a warning flashing on and off informing that a station is off-line. As long as 
the information is promptly entered into JDE and GasBoy, the City has the 
ability to account for how much fuel was delivered and who used it and for 
what purpose at any given point. 
 

Recommendation 5 & 17a: See Recommendation 5.  
 
See Recommendation 17(a).  
 

Follow up Status 5 & 17a: See recommendations 5 and 17(a) for follow up status. 
 

Implementation Results 5 & 
17a:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

See recommendations 5 and 17(a) for follow up status. 
 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 21:  
 

Only vehicles, assets (i.e., storage tanks, generators), and employees 
programmed in GasBoy can acquire fuel and the system automatically 
records every instance of disbursement. Except for vehicles 2005 and 
older, fuel is only dispensed with the exact combination of the vehicle data 
reader, fuel ring, and the employee’s ID badge, all programmed in GasBoy 
to allow the employee to dispense fuel. Data for 2005 and older vehicles 
is captured by the driver manually entering the mileage in the GasBoy 
controller. However, while there are sufficient and reliable mechanisms to 
capture disbursement data, there are no clearly defined management 
reports to allow continuous monitoring and control of fuel usage. 
 

Recommendation 15: 
 

a) As soon as possible, develop standing management reports (based 
on defined metrics) to allow adequate monitoring, trend analysis, and 
control of fuel usage.  

b) Establish mechanisms, trend analysis, and metrics to monitor the 
accuracy of the mileage manually entered by the driver for vehicles 
2005 and older.  
 

Follow up Status 15: The GasBoy system produces several reports to track and monitor fuel 
usage. The GasBoy system can also create custom reports based on 
specific variables. Fleet staff use these reports to track and monitor fuel 
usage by driver, vehicle, and department. Fleet has mileage controls in 
place to limit fuel usage for City vehicles older than 2005, which do not 
except the fuel/mileage readers very well because of technology 
differences; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 15:  
 

Fully implemented – 15a, 15b 
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Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 22: 
 

Currently, fuel consumption is monitored at a summary level of total fuel 
disbursed; detailed consumption by vehicle is not monitored. So far 
vehicles have been programmed in FASTER only with basic information 
such as asset number, user department, make and model. Detailed usage 
parameters such as vehicle fuel capacity, designated driver, type of fuel, 
maximum fuel disbursement amount, average usage, etc. have not yet 
been programmed. Fleet expects to have a complete record of all vehicles 
by the end of the calendar year. Until this is completed, information to 
optimally control fuel consumption cannot be generated. Fleet is also in 
the process of manually adding a feature to every vehicle (2005 and older) 
that does not have a data reader that forces the manual entry of the 
mileage. Until this is done, employees can get fuel without entering the 
mileage. Management plans to produce detailed consumption reports in 
the near future. 
 

Recommendation 16: 
 

As soon as possible, program FASTER with complete asset information 
to allow adequate monitoring and control of fuel usage. Monitoring reports 
should address internal transfers (see IC #23), generators’ fuel usage 
(see IC #25), golf carts fuel usage (see IC #26), and portable gas 
containers (see IC #27). Information to be monitored can include fuel 
usage by vehicle and by driver, miles per gallon per vehicle, “user” 
department, time period, odometer information; fuel cost per vehicle 
compared to vehicle age. Vehicles with unusual readings should be 
flagged for follow. 
 

Follow up Status 16: See recommendation number 21 for further details of the steps the 
Accounting Division and ITS are taking to reconcile the three systems. 
This reconciliation process is extremely important to maintaining the 
different systems reliability, accurate accounting, controls and effective 
monitoring of fuel usage. Fleet has the ability to review several reports 
within the GasBoy system to monitor fuel usage, by employee ID, vehicle, 
department or custom reports based on specific variables; however, these 
monitoring reports are only reliable and accurate if the assets within the 
database systems are complete and updated In a timely manner. It is the 
responsibility of the Accounting Division to reconcile assets in JD Edwards 
Since they are the custodian of the system Fleet completed a 
comprehensive reconciliation of GasBoy to FASTER in the Fall of 2016. 
Because the comprehensive reconciliation was performed and ongoing 
monitoring and updating of the systems occurs, we consider this 
recommendation to be fully implemented.  
 

Implementation Results 16:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully Implemented 
  
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 23:  
 
Also, see control description: 
20 
 

The City uses the tanker trucks (one for each type of fuel) to internally 
transfer fuel from the storage tanks to the pumps located at each fire 
station (5), to certain generators, and to the golf course to replenish the 
golf cars. Monthly, Accounting agrees the transfers as part of the total 
reconciliation of total volume available in GasBoy and JDE. While the 
tanker trucks are equipped with GasBoy equipment, this system was not 
fully functional at the time of this project and Accounting was having 
difficulty gathering fuel transfer data. Management was working on 
correcting the issues.  
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Recommendation 17: 
 

a) Resolve the issues related to tanker truck GasBoy equipment as 
soon as possible. 

b) Develop standard reports to continually monitor internal fuel 
transfers. 
 

Follow up Status 17: Fleet has recently auctioned off the tanker truck and stopped the practice 
of using the fuel tanker to move fuel to different storage tanks in the City; 
therefore, we consider part of this recommendation fully implemented 
because the tanker truck has been disposed of.  
 
Per AR #24, in the event of an emergency the City has the ability, through 
the Water Production Division to move fuel within the City should the need 
arise by utilizing their equipment since the tanker truck was auctioned off. 
In the event of an emergency, an external vendor would be utilized to 
obtain the fuel. No internal transfer would be performed. Since the tanker 
has been sold and there would no longer be any internal fuel transfers this 
recommendation is considered fully implemented.  
 

Implementation Results 17:  
 
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented – 17a, 17b 
  
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 25: Generators are equipped with GasBoy 
 

Recommendation 18: 
 

Develop standard reports to continually monitor fuel used, and related 
trends/metrics, in City generators. 
 

Follow up Status 18: Facilities Management Division oversees monitoring and documenting 
fuel usage of the City generators which fall under Facilities 
responsibilities. The Facilities Division records the generator fuel usage 
monthly; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 18:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 26: Golf cart fuel usage is tracked through gas rings installed in every golf 
cart. 
 

Recommendation 19: 
 

Develop standard reports to continually monitor fuel used, and related 
trends/metrics, in City golf carts. 
 

Follow up Status 19: Fleet uses fuel passes on many individual fuel tanks, golf carts and atv’s. 
The GasBoy system can produce reports for small equipment like 
individual fuel tanks, golf carts and atv’s allowing appropriate monitoring 
of the fuel for golf carts; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 19:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
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Responsible individual: Not applicable 
Control Description 27:  
 

Each operating department is assigned three different asset numbers, 
one for each fuel type. Multiple portable containers (gas cans) are 
grouped together and assigned one asset number. The individual filling 
the containers must type in the asset number in the GasBoy controller 
located at the pump before it will dispense fuel. There is a restriction on 
the total gallons dispensed and the fuel type dispensed based on the 
asset number. While data on the total gallons dispensed is tracked within 
the system, there are no standing reports to continually track this 
information. 
 

Recommendation 20: 
 

Improve controls on disbursements to gas cans by developing standard 
monitoring reports for these assets. Set a limit to the number of gallons 
an “asset” can use in a month/week/day for the average consumption 
usage. Use historic data analyses to make this determination. 
 

Follow up Status 20: Fleet uses several reports within the GasBoy system to monitor and track 
fuel usage. There are limit restrictions of how many times in a day a 5-
gallon container can be filled. In the event of an emergency Fleet can lift 
the limit restriction as needed; therefore, we consider this 
recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 20:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 28: 
 

While JDE is the system of record for City assets, independent asset 
databases also exist in both FASTER and GasBoy. Since the three 
systems are not integrated, assets have to be added or removed through 
independent processes. The Finance Accountant is responsible for 
adding and retiring assets from JDE. The Fleet Superintendent is 
responsible for adding and retiring assets from FASTER and GasBoy 
upon notification from the Finance Accountant. The assets in the three 
databases have not been reconciled since FASTER’s inception in October 
2012. According to staff, discrepancies exist between the three 
databases. 
 

Recommendation 21: 
 

a) Utilize a data analysis tool such as IDEA to identify discrepancies 
between the JDE, FASTER and GasBoy asset databases. Use 
results to correct databases, or address reconciliation discrepancies. 

b) Develop a formal procedure to concurrently input new assets and 
remove old assets from GasBoy and FASTER immediately after they 
are updated in JDE to ensure the databases maintain the same 
information. 
 

Follow up Status 21: Fleet has formally documented their policy for inputting new assets into 
FASTER by implementing FA-012, Fleet completed a reconciliation of 
GasBoy and FASTER in the Fall of 2016. 
 
It is the responsibility of the Accounting Division to reconcile assets in JD 
Edwards. ITS is developing a report to identify discrepancies between the 
three systems that will be produced at least annually. Anticipated 
completion of the report is September 30, 2018 due to necessary system 
upgrades schedule for July 2018. This information will be provided to Fleet 
for them to update FASTER and GasBoy with assets that are in JDE but 
not their systems. Accounting will utilize the reports to update JDE with 
information that is in GasBoy and FASTER as it is their responsibility to 
maintain accurate information in JDE. 
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We consider recommendation 21-a fully implemented because Fleet has 
prepared the reconciliation of their systems.  
 
We consider recommendation 21-b partially implemented because the 
new report is in process. After the estimated completion date of December 
31, 2018, we will revisit this to verify the status of new report to provide an 
update on the implementation status to close this recommendation.  
 
 

Implementation Results 21:  
 
 
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

21-a Fully implemented 

21-b Partially implemented   
 
21-b September 30,2018 ITS report 
21-b December 31, 2018 Finance and Fleet reconciliation 
 
Michelle Hoffmann, ITS Director 
Marilyn Rawlings, Fleet Manager 
Victoria Bateman, Financial Services Director 

Control Description 31:  
 
Also, see control description: 9 
 

Monthly, the Accounting Department extracts consolidated disbursement 
volume information from GasBoy and summarizes the information by 
business unit (user departments). Totals are then posted manually to JDE 
but only after the Fleet Superintendent confirms that the amounts are the 
same as FASTER’s total disbursements for the month. Posting in JDE 
consists of debits to be business units and credits to the inventory of total 
gallons used for the month. JDE calculates cost based on the weighted 
average of all the fuel deliveries paid during the month, information that is 
captured when the delivery is received in JDE. The key to timely and 
accurate fuel cost allocation is to ensure that Fleet receives fuel promptly 
in JDE, and that invoices are also promptly processed and submitted to 
AP.  
 

Recommendation 5: See Recommendation 5. 
 

Follow up Status 5: See recommendations 5 for follow up status. 
 

Implementation Results 5:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

See recommendations 5 for follow up status. 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 32:  
 

Fleet management is decentralized and fuel monitoring practices may not 
be consistent among user departments. Currently, departments do not 
have access to FASTER; also, there are no standing periodic reports 
available to user departments to monitor fuel usage data such as fuel 
usage by vehicle and by driver, fuel usage trends, comparison to previous 
years, and cost comparisons. Departments do receive monthly cost 
allocation information; however, since departments do not have access to 
FASTER, they do not have the means to compare the allocations made 
by Accounting to FASTER records. 
 

Recommendation 22: 
 

Provide user departments viewing access to FASTER. Develop standing 
utilization and exception reports and develop formal procedures for user 
departments to access those reports and review key data to identify 
anomalies, and discuss relevant findings with Fleet. This will allow Fleet 
customers to track, monitor and manage fuel costs by looking at reports 
that show utilization, fuel consumption, billing records and work orders. 
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Follow up Status 22: Fleet provides user departments with view only access to the FASTER 
system; however, not all the departments utilize their access. The GasBoy 
data is downloaded into the FASTER System on a regular basis. Within 
the FASTER system user departments can run several types of reports to 
help with monitoring and managing fuel activity. Periodically, other 
departments contact Fleet for information on fuel usage because they 
chose not to utilize FASTER. Fleet continues to encourage departments 
to utilize the system. They provide training to new users and review 
reports with them as needed. Fleet has incorporated FASTER information 
at least annually into their newsletter with the first being the 
August/September 2017 issue. Because there is a process in place, 
departments are using the system and Fleet offers to train new 
employees, Fleet does not believe there is a need to develop formal 
procedures for a process already in place and in use. Audit concurs with 
this assessment and believes that communicating through the newsletter 
is sufficient; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 22:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
  
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 33: 
 
Also, see control description: 9 

On a monthly basis, the City should request a reimbursement from the 
State of Florida on taxes paid for purchases of diesel and unleaded fuel. 
To obtain all possible revenue, all fuel procurements need to be included 
in the monthly fuel tax return. To achieve this, all fuel transactions for the 
month need to be in JDE and GasBoy no later than the first week of the 
following month. Otherwise, an amended return has to be filed, which is 
inefficient. According to the Accounts Payable Manager, tax 
reimbursement reporting was behind as of November 26, and the state 
has contacted the City twice to follow up.  
 

Recommendation 5: See recommendations 5. 
 

Follow up Status 5: See recommendations 5 for follow up status. 
 

Implementation Results 5:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

See recommendations 5 for follow up status. 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 34:  
 

The City’s Information Technology Services (ITS) department has a 
formal procedure (Procedure No. IT-SS-04) to govern changes to 
databases and applications. All changes must be requested in a 
documented Request for Change form, follow the multi-level approval 
process, and be managed by the Change Advisory Board. Changes to 
GasBoy are governed by this policy. Of note is that there were certain 
issues with the selection and implementation of GasBoy whereby the 
process was not supported by a review committee or a clear/defined 
evaluation and selection process. Additionally, while ITS participated in 
the drafting of the system requirements, ITS had limited involvement in 
the evaluation and selection of the application. 
 

Recommendation 23: 
 

Going forward, senior City management should ensure that software 
selection and implementation be directed by a review committee or a 
formal selection process that involves key stakeholders, including ITS, 
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starting at the early stages. Such process should include formal tracking 
of risks and issues throughout the entire process. 
 

Follow up Status 23: Effective 1/02/17, AR #9, Selection and Acquisition of Computer Software 
and Hardware, established a policy directing the purchase of computer 
software and hardware through the ITS, (Information Technology 
Services). All departments must adhere to this AR; therefore, we consider 
this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 23:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 35: 
 

The City has a formal procedure (Procedure No. IT-DS5.3-01) to govern 
user access rights. An ITS New User/Change User Profile form is required 
to be completed by the hiring department and submitted to ITS for the 
setup of the network and application access. Administration of GasBoy 
users’ does not follow this policy because the Fleet Department and not 
ITS is establishing GasBoy users. 
 

Recommendation 24: 
 

Transfer GasBoy user account administration responsibility from Fleet to 
ITS. 
 

Follow up Status 24: Fleet is using an up to date version of the GasBoy System which is active 
directory compliant. This version allows Fleet to build active directory 
groups for users which can define user roles within the system. In addition, 
system administration is handled by the City ITS Help Desk; therefore, we 
consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 24:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 37:  
 

The City’s current off-boarding policy requires application administrators 
to remove the user’s access rights from the system, not to delete their 
account; therefore, retaining the historical data associated with a user. 
GasBoy is governed by this policy. 
 

Recommendation 25: 
 

Continue to work in conjunction with ITS on maximizing the use of control 
mechanisms available in GasBoy to ensure the integrity of historical data. 
 

Follow up Status 25: Fleet no longer deletes data within the GasBoy system, instead they code 
ID and/or Vehicle as blocked within the system to preserve the integrity of 
historical data; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 25:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 

Control Description 39: 
 

The City has an annual maintenance contract that covers vendor support; 
clauses regarding future upgrades however are not evident within the 
contract. 
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Recommendation 26: 
 

To the extent practical, ensure the GasBoy contract addresses availability 
and update of future upgrades to confirm support and functionality are up-
to-date. 
 

Follow up Status 26: Fleet is utilizing the latest version of the GasBoy system as of August 
2017; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully implemented. 
 

Implementation Results 26:  
 
Revised Estimated 
Completion Date:  
 
Responsible individual: 

Fully implemented 
 
 
Not applicable 
 
Not applicable 
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